
Our company is hiring for an executive VP. Thank you in advance for taking a look
at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for executive VP

Working closely with Strategy and Finance functions, ensure a business case
is built and prepare the return-on-change analysis for the transformation
program
Ensure that installation and realization goals/metrics are established and that
business results are measured
Develop recommended metric/scorecard to demonstrate successful
achievement of the program
Manage and execute full-life cycle Managing Director searches by developing
the sourcing strategy, candidate assessment and recommendations and offer
presentation and negotiations
Create market mapping and research plans for all searches, maintain a
pipeline of senior talent for the Controls Divisions for anticipated senior level
needs
Understand and drive diversity and veteran hire sourcing goals for respective
LOB, partner with internal (Advancing Black Leaders) team to provide
education to hiring manager and ensure diverse candidate slates
Create candidate generations strategies with available recruiting tools
including internal ATS, Talent Search, Social Media and internal Business
Resource Groups
Ensure positive candidate experience with update meetings and frequent
communication throughout recruitment process
Develop trust and credibility with key HR leadership, stakeholders and other
firm-wide executive recruiters
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overall global publishing strategy

Qualifications for executive VP

Strong understanding of the UK retail fund distribution industry to include
client segmentation
Minimum 5 years of experience supporting senior management and ideally 3-
5 years overall work experience in a fast-paced administrative capacity
You will ideally have supported a VP level manager in previous roles
Experience with complex calendar management and scheduling of internal
and external meetings, managing travel bookings, handling expenses multi-
tasking in a fast paced environment
Advanced MS Office knowledge (Word, Excel, Outlook, Powerpoint)
Ability to prioritize and handle multiple assignments at any given time while
maintaining commitment to deadline


